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Many factors affect standardized uptake values (SUVs) in 18F-
FDG PET/CT. The use of the SUV from a single PET scan in
multicenter studies requires the standardization of 18F-FDG
PET/CT procedures. In the context of treatment response
assessments (repeated PET scans), many factors may seem
to have minor effects on percentage changes in SUVs, provided
that imaging procedures are executed in a consistent manner
for each subject. However, the use of 18F-FDG PET/CT in a
nonstandardized manner will result in unknown biases and
reproducibilities of SUVs and SUV-based response measures.
This article provides an overview of the need for standardization
in relation to the specific use of SUVs and SUV changes in
studies of treatment response assessments.
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Visual inspection of 18F-FDG PET whole-body studies
is important for diagnosis and staging (1). However, quan-
titative PET is increasingly being recognized as an impor-
tant tool for prognosis and response monitoring (2–5). For
the quantification of 18F-FDG PET studies, various meth-
ods, which differ with regard to the complexity of data
collection and (mathematic) analysis, have been described;
these include tumor-to-background ratios, standardized up-
take values (SUVs), and full kinetic analysis (6,7).
Semiquantitative analysis by means of SUVs is clinically

feasible because an SUV is available in every clinically
obtained whole-body scan. It is a simple index for glucose
metabolism and can be obtained with good reliability,
provided that 18F-FDG PET/CT studies (including proper
calibration procedures) are acquired in a standardized man-
ner. A recent review of existing guidelines and factors
affecting SUV results (8) demonstrated how to obtain accu-

rate and reproducible SUV results in single-center and mul-
ticenter settings.

Measurements of glucose metabolism are used to differ-
entiate between benign and malignant lesions, to try to
provide relevant prognostic information at presentation—
beyond TNM staging (9), and to predict or evaluate therapy
outcomes. In some situations, a single SUV measurement
suffices (i.e., an absolute SUV); in other situations, serial
measurements are used (i.e., relative or percentage changes
in SUVs). Guidelines have emphasized the procedures used
to obtain absolute SUV data and less often have addressed
the level of standardization needed for serial measurements.
However, in a treatment response setting, tumor tracer
uptake is measured with serial scans, that is, before, during,
and after treatment (5).

Changes in uptake or SUVs can be used as a quantitative
index for treatment responses. This application was recog-
nized by the European Organization for Research and
Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) in 1999, when it published
recommendations for the use of 18F-FDG PET/CT for treat-
ment response assessments (4,10). Typically, relative or
percentage changes in SUVs are considered to be an index
for drug efficacy or a clinical response (4,10). Alternatively,
the residual SUV, that is, the SUV from a single scan during
or after therapy, may have predictive value (11,12). Many
factors, such as the region of interest or the applied tracer
uptake period, may seem to have relatively small effects on
observed percentage changes in SUVs, provided that the
same methodology is used during all scans of an individual
patient (13). However, this is not the case when an SUV is
used as a prognostic factor (stratification) or predictive fac-
tor (residual SUV), mainly because of the spatial resolution
dependence of the SUV.

The large variability in currently applied PET procedures
and methodologies across institutions emphasizes the need
for the standardization of PET/CT examinations, as was
recently shown in 2 important surveys (14,15). Moreover,
Velasquez et al. (16) investigated test-retest repeatability
in a multicenter setting, demonstrating deficiencies in the
quality of PET/CT examinations. About 25% of all test-
retest studies could not be analyzed properly because of
technical issues or the use of “off-protocol” imaging proce-
dures (e.g., uptake periods outside the designated interval).
However, even after censoring of studies that did not meet
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performance criteria, considerable differences in test-retest
repeatability performance remained at various sites.
It is therefore beyond any doubt that standardization is

needed for the use of quantitative 18F-FDG PET/CT as an
imaging biomarker. However, the extent to which stan-
dardization is needed and whether standardization is fea-
sible for certain uses of quantitative 18F-FDG PET/CT are
not fully known. The purpose of this article is to review
the need for the standardization of 18F-FDG PET/CT in
studies of treatment response assessments in multicenter
settings. Moreover, the degree of standardization needed
in relation to specific aspects of response criteria is
addressed.

DEFINITIONS

A few definitions are provided here to facilitate discus-
sion of the need for standardization. In this article, “execu-
tion” of an 18F-FDG PET/CT study refers to all steps
involved in obtaining quantitative uptake measures (includ-
ing preparation of a patient, PET/CT acquisition, image
reconstruction, data analysis, and PET/CT system calibra-
tion procedures).
As stated earlier, apart from standardization itself, the

level of standardization needed is yet to be determined. In
this article, a distinction is made between “minimal” and
“harmonizing” standards.
Minimal performance standards require that sites, stud-

ies, or users meet a minimal threshold, but any performance
above or beyond this threshold is considered to be sufficient.
These standards typically do not primarily aim to reduce
variability among users, studies, scanners, and imaging sites
but set lower limits for performance or quality. An example
of a minimal performance standard is a recommendation that
the 18F-FDG uptake period should be at least 60 min to
ensure sufficient uptake in the tumor and contrast with the
background, but the use of longer uptake periods (e.g.,
90 min and 120 min) is allowed.
Harmonizing standards aim to minimize variability

among subjects, studies, scanners, and sites. A harmonizing
standard may imply that performance needs to be within a
certain bandwidth (lower and upper thresholds). Perfor-
mance within this bandwidth aims to reduce intersubject
and interinstitution variability but may not necessarily pro-
vide the best possible performance or result for individual
imaging systems or institutions. An example, taken from
the ongoing work of the 18F-FDG PET/CT UPICT Protocol
Writing Committee (17), is the recommendation that the
18F-FDG uptake period should be at least 60 min (lower
limit) but should not exceed 75 min (upper limit).
Many guidelines contain a mixture of these standards.

For some items, only minimal thresholds can be given (e.g.,
if calibration should be better than 10%, then it is clear that
there is no lower limit), but for others, recommendations for
a specific use of an SUV should be made (e.g., if the SUV
itself rather than relative changes in SUVs is used in a

multicenter setting, then the uptake period should be
defined with harmonizing thresholds).

Additionally, in this article, a distinction is made between
intrasubject (or within-subject) and intersubject (or between-
subjects) standardization.

Intrasubject (or within-subject) standardization means
the consistent execution of all (steps of) 18F-FDG PET/CT
examinations of a single subject at a single site. This guide-
line automatically implies that different 18F-FDG PET/CT
procedures and methods may be applied for other subjects
within the same institution or trial. The only requirement is
that the same procedures, scanners, and data analysis methods
are applied for all PET/CT studies of a single subject (13).

Intersubject (or between-subjects) standardization means
that all scans performed with all scanners at all sites are
executed in the same manner. Therefore, this methodology
is a harmonizing standard. This form of standardization
includes matching of image quality, quantification, and
reconstructed image resolution of all PET/CT systems at all
sites and for all examinations (18).

USE OF 18F-FDG PET/CT IN RESPONSE
ASSESSMENT STUDIES

18F-FDG PET/CT studies are used for various applica-
tions in both clinical practice and clinical trials. Such
studies include both visual interpretation and quantitative
reading on the basis of SUVs or relative changes in SUVs.
Various uses of 18F-FDG PET/CT in response assessment
(clinical) studies or trials are summarized here.

Visual Image Interpretation

This article focuses on the use of quantitative 18F-FDG
PET/CT studies. However, visual interpretation is of utmost
importance both for diagnostic purposes and in trials. For
example, 18F-FDG PET/CT studies are used clinically for
TNM staging. In clinical trials, visual reading can be impor-
tant for assessing the eligibility of patients to participate in a
trial or for assigning subjects in a trial arm (stratification).
Finally, an assessment of disease progression may be based
on the visual assessment of new lesions, and responses may be
determined by visual scoring of (changes in) tracer uptake.
When studies are performed in a (quantitative) standardized
manner, fixed color scales can be applied to all longitudinal
scans, allowing for a more accurate visual assessment of
changes in tumor tracer uptake.

Use of SUV from Single PET/CT Study

The baseline or residual SUV in response assessment
(clinical) studies or trials can be used for target lesion
selection, as a predictive factor, and as a prognostic factor.

Target Lesion Selection. Recently, it was suggested (4)
that the eligibility of a lesion for response measurement
should be determined on the basis of minimal uptake or
metabolic volume. The idea behind setting a minimal uptake
criterion for lesion selection is that lesions showing low
18F-FDG uptake may not be able to show a decrease in
uptake or that SUVs (or changes in SUVs) in small lesions
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or lesions with a low avidity for 18F-FDG cannot be deter-
mined with sufficient accuracy and precision (e.g., the
SUVs do not exceed background and noise levels). It was
suggested (4) that uptake in such lesions should be consid-
ered relative to normal liver uptake (e.g., twice the normal
liver or blood pool uptake, or 1.5 times normal liver uptake
plus 2 times the SD for “liver noise,” assuming that hepatic
uptake is constant among subjects and during treatment).
Predictive Factor. A few reports have indicated that the

residual SUV after or early during therapy may have a pre-
dictive value (12); that is, it may be used to assess or predict
treatment responses. The reasoning is that (relative) change
alone does not account for the possible impact of the abso-
lute baseline value (19). In this scenario, the SUV is used in
an absolute (or single PET/CT study) manner.
Prognostic Factor. If validated, the SUV may be used to

select or assign subjects to trial arms and may help to achieve
a balanced (or even intended unbalanced) study design; that
is, the SUV may be considered to be a prognostic factor
(2,20–22). In this scenario, the SUV itself (rather than rela-
tive changes in SUVs) is used.

Use of Percentage Change in Uptake for
Response Assessments

Treatment responses are often measured by use of
percentage changes in SUVs. In 1999, Young et al. (10)
described the EORTC guideline for the measurement of a
treatment response. This guideline provided criteria for
classifying patients as having metabolically progressive or
stable disease as well as partial and complete responses.
This classification relies on percentage or relative changes
in SUVs (or the change in the rate of metabolism of glu-
cose) in the same lesion(s) in a patient across all longitu-
dinal studies of that patient.
Recently, Wahl et al. described the PERCIST criteria (4)

for classifying responses by use of percentage changes in
SUVs in the “hottest” lesion(s) per scan; that is, in each
scan of the same patient in a longitudinal study, the lesion(s)
with the highest level of uptake is identified, and the change
in SUVs for the 2 (sets of) lesions is measured. The hottest
lesions per scan are not necessarily the same over time.
In addition to measurement of the percentage changes in
SUVs, the PERCIST criteria recommend consideration of a
minimal change of 0.8 unit of SUV normalized to lean body
mass.
This summary highlights only a few key differences

between the PERCIST and EORTC response criteria that
are relevant in the context of the present article.

STANDARDIZATION FOR 18F-FDG PET/CT–BASED
RESPONSE ASSESSMENTS

SUVs are affected by technical, physical, and biologic
factors (5,8). This article focuses on the need to standardize
these factors in the setting of response assessments in multi-
center studies rather than on replicating an extensive dis-
cussion of these factors (8).

On the basis of the earlier overview of the uses of PET/
CT in treatment response studies, there is an obvious need
for minimal performance standards for all technical factors,
such as scanner calibration, clock synchronization, residual
activities in syringes and lines after administration, and
paravenous administration. Any systematic error, drift, or
random variability in the technical factors above or beyond
a minimal standard will result in (unnecessary) systematic
errors and increased variability in both SUVs and observed
changes in SUVs over time. Suboptimal performance of
PET/CT systems will also affect the quality of visual
interpretation.

The biologic (or physiologic) factors affecting SUVs are
plasma glucose levels, uptake period, patient motion or
breathing, patient comfort during the uptake period, and
uptake due to an inflammatory reaction. For most of these
factors, clear recommendations have been provided, as they
directly affect SUVs or image interpretation. Obviously,
there are no upper limits for interpretation, preparation of a
patient during the period before administration, and patient
comfort during the uptake period. Therefore, recommen-
dations provided in various guidelines should be considered
to be minimal standards and should be followed by all sites
and for all subjects participating in a multicenter study.
However, when relative changes in SUVs are considered to
be an index for metabolic responses, it may be argued that
some factors only need to be consistent or equal across
longitudinal scans of the same subject (intrasubject stand-
ardization).

The third category of factors affecting SUVs and there-
fore 18F-FDG PET–based treatment response assessments
includes applied imaging and data analysis methods and
settings. Imaging parameters, such as scan duration per
bed position, acquisition mode, 18F-FDG dose, and recon-
struction methods and settings, directly affect image quality
and quantification (5). Poor image quality results in an
upward bias of the SUV that increases with lesion size,
especially when the maximum uptake is based on a single
voxel (23). Moreover, as indicated by Wahl et al. (4), any
new 18F-FDG–avid lesion seen on a PET image during or
after treatment should be interpreted as metabolic progres-
sion. Image quality with respect to lesion detection is there-
fore important.

Two recent surveys on the multicenter variability of
18F-FDG PET/CT methodology identified several factors
for which substantial variability between imaging centers
was shown (14,15). The following factors were found to be
highly variable in both surveys:

• Uptake period (24), ranging from 45 to 90 min in the
United States and from 20 to 90 min worldwide
(14,15)

• Procedures for patients with diabetes and measure-
ment of and dealing with plasma glucose levels (25–
28)
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• 18F-FDG dose and imaging time per bed, both of
which affect image quality and quantification

• Image reconstruction, processing, and data analysis

Biologic Factors

Uptake Period. Figure 1 shows data taken from 14

dynamic 18F-FDG PET studies (29); the data show percent-
age changes in SUVs for 2 tracer uptake periods. Figure 1A
shows the results obtained when the uptake times for both
baseline and response scans matched exactly, and Figure 1B
shows the results obtained when there was a 10-min differ-
ence in the baseline and response scan uptake times. When
the baseline and response scan uptake times matched, there
was no significant difference in observed percentage changes
in SUVs for either 37.5- or 57.5-min uptake times. When the
uptake times differed by 10 min, there were significant dif-
ferences in observed responses (paired t test, P , 0.0001).
These findings illustrate that, in case of deviation from the
prescribed uptake time interval, the same uptake period
(rather than the prescribed uptake period) should be used
for all scans of the same patient (intrapatient or within-
patient consistency). In theory, imaging sites therefore
could decide to apply different uptake periods for different
patients. However, this approach would require careful
registration of the actual uptake period at baseline and the
use of exactly the same uptake period during subsequent
response studies. It is debatable whether, in a busy clinic,
applying the same uptake period for all patients and for all
scans would be more difficult than trying to schedule or
reschedule subsequent response scans using a “baseline-
driven” patient-specific uptake period.
Figure 2A shows SUV changes (i.e., response SUV minus

baseline SUV) for 2 uptake periods, and Figure 2B shows

SUV changes obtained when there was a 10-min difference

in the uptake period between baseline and response studies.

No significant difference in SUV changes was found when

the uptake periods were exactly the same for baseline and

response studies. However, when there was a 10-min differ-

ence in the uptake period between baseline and response

studies, significantly different results for absolute SUV

changes were obtained (paired t test, P , 0.0001). Besides

the effect of the uptake period on SUV changes in longi-

tudinal scans, the SUV itself depends on the uptake period
(23). Therefore, the use of different uptake periods for
patients and at imaging sites would prohibit any use of
the SUV for target lesion selection or as a prognostic or
predictive (response) factor.

Plasma Glucose Levels and Patients with Diabetes.
Elevated plasma glucose levels result in decreased 18F-FDG
uptake and hence in lower SUVs (28,30). Consequently, var-
iable plasma glucose levels in longitudinal studies of the
same patient will likely cause artificial SUV changes, which
may impair a proper assessment of the effect of therapy on
glucose metabolism. Several guidelines (8) have suggested
that fasting for 4–6 h before the 18F-FDG injection results
in fairly uniform plasma glucose levels of 4–7 mmol/L (72–
126 mg/dL) (18,31). However, these plasma glucose levels
may be difficult to obtain in patients with diabetes (known
or unknown). A more feasible approach could be to keep
plasma glucose levels as constant as possible for all scans
of the same patient. The effect of elevated but constant
glucose levels on 18F-FDG PET/CT response assessments
is not fully known. As a consequence, trying to achieve
constant plasma glucose levels across all longitudinal stud-
ies of the same patient seems to be the minimal feasible
requirement; achieving plasma glucose levels of 4–7
mmol/L for all patients does not seem to be feasible from
a clinical point of view, particularly for patients with dia-
betes. Moreover, data on the need for intersubject stan-
dardization are lacking. However, several guidelines (8)
have recommended attempts to achieve plasma glucose
levels in the reference range (4–7 mmol/L), which is fea-
sible for patients without diabetes, and to measure (and
report) plasma glucose values using well-calibrated and
validated methods.

There are a few strategies for dealing with plasma
glucose levels in SUV calculations, but further research is
needed. An SUV could be “corrected” for differences in
plasma glucose levels within and between subjects by includ-
ing the measured plasma glucose level as a multiplication
factor in the SUV equation. There are several concerns
about whether this correction should be applied or not. This
correction assumes that 18F-FDG uptake is inversely pro-
portional to the plasma glucose level. This correction may
be valid for plasma glucose levels close to the normal (fasting)

FIGURE 1. (A) Percentage changes in

SUVs for 2 uptake periods. Tracer uptake

times were equal in baseline and response
studies. (B) Percentage changes in SUVs for

10-min mismatch in uptake time between

response and baseline studies. In B, base-
line uptake period was set at 48 min, and

response uptake time was set at 38 min

(210 min) or 58 min (110 min). Data were

taken from dynamic 18F-FDG PET studies
recently described by Cheebsumon et al.

(29). Each symbol and line represent data

from single subject.
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level, but it is unclear whether this correction is still accu-
rate at very high levels (.11 mmol/L or .200 mg/dL).
Recently, however, Wong et al. (32) demonstrated that cor-
rection for blood glucose levels will make the SUV a more
robust outcome measure in tissues that show decreasing
18F-FDG uptake with increasing blood glucose level. The
introduction of an additional correction in the SUV equa-
tion will also result in additional noise in the SUV results;
that is, any bias and uncertainty in the determination of
plasma glucose levels will be propagated into the SUV
results. Although the use of plasma glucose level correc-
tions seems to improve test-retest variability in a single-
center setting (6,7), such is not the case in a multicenter
setting (33). Standards for the accuracy and precision of
plasma glucose measurements therefore should be high (34).
In conclusion, trying to achieve constant plasma glucose

levels across all longitudinal studies of the same patient,
aiming to achieve a normal fasting range (4–7 mmol/L) for
these levels in all patients, and properly reporting (35)
measured plasma glucose values seem to be clinically fea-
sible and justified. It is hoped that future studies with these

goals will provide evidence or more detailed information
about whether intrasubject or intersubject standardization is
required.

Physical Factors: Image Quality, Resolution, and
Data Analysis

A minimal standard aimed at providing PET images with
a minimally acceptable spatial resolution but a sufficiently
low noise level is required to ensure minimal performance of
all PET/CT examinations for the detection of new lesions.
However, imaging parameters (e.g., reconstruction settings)
that are optimal for lesion detection may not be optimal for
proper quantification. Figures 3C and 3D show SUV recov-
ery coefficients, measured as indicated by Boellaard et al.
(18), for scans with normal or clinically expected results
(Fig. 3A) and for scans with high statistical quality (Fig.
3B). It is clear that a combination of high statistical quality
and high spatial resolution is optimal for lesion detection.
However, large biases may occur when reconstruction meth-
ods and settings that are more optimal for tumor detection
than for quantification are applied. In this specific example,

FIGURE 2. (A) Absolute SUV changes

(response SUV minus baseline SUV) for 2

uptake periods. Tracer uptake times were

equal in baseline and response studies. (B)
Absolute SUV changes for 10-min mismatch

in uptake time between response and base-

line studies. In B, baseline uptake period

was set at 48 min, and response uptake time
was set at 38 min (210 min) or 58 min

(110 min). Data were taken from dynamic
18F-FDG PET studies recently described by
Cheebsumon et al. (29). Each symbol and

line represent data from single subject.

FIGURE 3. SUV recovery coefficients.

Experiments were performed as described

in EANM guideline for quantitative 18F-FDG

PET/CT studies (18). Data were collected by
applying 180 s per bed (acquisitions with

normal statistical quality) (A and C) and

600 s per bed (acquisitions with high statis-
tical quality) (B and D). (A and B) Axial slices

through modified National Electrical Manu-

facturers Association NU 2 image quality

phantom. (C and D) SUV recovery coeffi-
cients obtained with reconstruction settings

recommended by EANM (h and s) and

point spread function plus time-of-flight

(PSF1TOF) reconstruction settings (n and

•). SUV recovery coefficients were derived

from SUVmax (MAX) (n and h) and mean

SUV (VOI) (•ands). Mean SUVwas obtained
by applying source to background adaptive

50% of maximum voxel value isocontour VOI

per sphere (18). (Courtesy of S. Stroobants

and M. Lambrechts, University of Antwerp.)
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upward bias was seen mainly when the maximum SUV
(SUVmax) was taken from images generated with a recon-
struction method that incorporated the point spread function
of the scanner for resolution recovery. This bias was caused
by the increased upward bias of the SUVmax due to higher
variance at the (smaller) voxel level and by the so-called
“ringing” artifacts (Gibbs oscillations) introduced by the
point spread function reconstruction. The latter artifacts
appeared as an artificial enhancement of edges (36). Conse-
quently, other image reconstruction settings (e.g., the Euro-
pean Association of Nuclear Medicine [EANM] guideline in
Fig. 3) may be preferable for quantification.
SUV results are affected by the data analysis or volume-

of-interest (VOI) method applied. The SUVmax is still the
parameter that is most frequently used to quantify metabo-
lism, mainly because of the lack of widely available standard-
ized automated 3-dimensional VOI methods. The SUVmax

results in large positive biases (overestimation) when settings
that are optimized for lesion detection are used, even for
images with high statistical quality; however, the SUVmax

is more accurate and reliable when settings recommended
by the EANM are used (18). In both scenarios, the SUV still
depends on the size of the spheres, independent of the recon-
struction method, settings, and VOI method used. Although
the causes of this dependence on metabolic volume may be
different (bias due to noise or Gibbs artifacts vs. partial-
volume effects), it needs to be considered in response assess-
ment studies. Consequently, changes in metabolic volume
over time will have an additional effect (bias) on observed
changes in SUVs. Therefore, image quality (noise and reso-
lution) and data analysis strategies (VOI methods) should be
closely matched when quantitative response measures are
used, even for relative changes in SUVs.
A difficult decision with respect to image resolution is

whether to specify minimal or harmonizing standards.
Specifying a minimal threshold might ensure minimal per-
formance for lesion detection, provided that image noise
levels remain sufficiently low and sites are allowed to
use the most optimal settings for their scans. However,
quantification is resolution‐dependent (8,23,37); therefore,
harmonizing thresholds (i.e., indicating lower and upper
limits for image resolution) are needed to match SUV
results in a multicenter setting. This requirement applies
to both absolute SUVs and relative changes in SUVs and
is even more important with PERCIST criteria because of
the selection of the hottest lesion(s) per scan, that is, poten-
tially different lesions having different metabolic volumes.
In the latter case, differences in image resolution between
systems and sites might add to variability in observed
responses.
Optimizing image quality for lesion detection therefore

seems to be in conflict with optimizing image quality for
quantification. One strategy for overcoming this problem is
to use limits for image resolution and quality that are lower
but that still provide acceptable diagnostic quality. Apply-
ing and accepting upper limits would also be necessary,

even though certain systems and sites would be able to
generate higher-resolution images. It is clear that the
threshold for lower limits should not be determined by
the system with the worst performance in a multicenter
study, such that image quality would be determined by
outdated technology. This argument is often made (for good
reasons) by sites that wish to use their PET/CT systems to
achieve the best possible lesion detection. The lower limit for
image resolution therefore should be set to achieve minimally
acceptable performance but not so high that it cannot be
translated into clinical practice (in a multicenter setting).
Another solution is to generate 2 sets of images for each PET/
CT examination: one to provide optimal diagnostic quality
and another to meet quantitative harmonizing standards for
image characteristics (resolution and noise) (38). The second
image dataset could be generated either by an additional
image reconstruction process or, if the first image dataset
was generated with higher standards, by an additional image
processing or filtering step. Recently, Kelly and Declerck (38)
used this strategy and demonstrated that it might be useful for
harmonizing and optimizing quantitative results for different
reconstruction methods and settings. However, this strategy
requires that PET/CT systems be provided with acquisition/
reconstruction protocols or data processing methods that
allow the (additional) generation of images with character-
istics that meet quantitative harmonizing standards.

Generating 2 image datasets also has the advantage of
allowing the use of new technologies that enhance image
quality for diagnostic purposes while facilitating the use of
quantitative 18F-FDG PET/CT studies in a multicenter set-
ting. Moreover, both datasets may be analyzed quantitatively
to help set standards. Still under consideration is whether to
use 2 image datasets at the same time for response assess-
ments. Imaging sites that can generate higher-quality images
may detect new lesions earlier and therefore identify more
subjects as being metabolically progressive (in accordance
with the PERCIST criteria) than other sites. Consequently,
how to deal with such potential site-dependent bias in larger
multicenter studies needs to be considered.

Overview of Need for Standards

For each of the known factors, Table 1 shows the type of
standardization (minimal or harmonizing and intrasubject
or intersubject) that is recommended for 18F-FDG PET/CT–
based treatment assessments. In this article I have attemp-
ted to indicate the possible effects of nonstandardization and
standardization on SUVs and relative changes in SUVs by
using examples, data, or literature. The message is that min-
imal or harmonizing and intrasubject or intersubject stan-
dardization is needed, but for some factors, the quantitative
impact on the results of multicenter studies is still unclear.
On the other hand, when 18F-FDG PET/CT studies are used
clinically, the type and degree of standardization will have
direct effects on response assessments in individual patients,
even when relative changes in SUVs for the same lesion(s) in
an individual patient are considered (Fig. 3).
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

A frequently overlooked issue is that patients often are
enrolled or agree to participate in a trial after an 18F-FDG
PET/CT examination has been performed. In many cases,
the PET/CT studies have not been performed in accordance
with current recommendations or guidelines; consequently,
a second (baseline) PET/CT study may need to be per-
formed. This situation could be avoided if all studies were
performed in a consistent and standardized manner. There-
fore, a standardized, globally accepted 18F-FDG PET/CT
procedure that is applicable not only to (all) quantitative
(research) studies but also to clinical diagnostic PET/CT
examinations is urgently needed—exactly why EANM
guidelines pertain to trials as well as practice (18).
In addition, reducing variability in image quality and

quantification between imaging centers could result in more
consistent readings between imaging sites. Performing 18F-
FDG PET/CT studies in a standardized quantitative manner
also allows the use of “fixed” color scales, which could be
helpful for the visual interpretation of longitudinal studies;
that is, all longitudinal scans of the same subject could be
visually compared by use of the same color table and scale
to allow a more accurate visual assessment of differences in
uptake between the studies.

Finally, evidence will become available only when
quantitative PET/CT studies (such as those for response
assessments) are performed in a standardized manner,
thereby minimizing any methodologic “noise.” The latter
is presently making a proper correlation (multicenter
meta-analysis) between quantitative imaging results and
clinical outcomes impossible.

I believe that the clinical validation of quantitative 18F-
FDG PET/CT (for response assessments) is even more
important than striving to achieve the best possible image
quality in individual cases. Therefore, standardization is
required to move toward validated quantitative imaging
for response assessments.

CONCLUSION

There is wide variability in applied 18F-FDG PET/CT
procedures. Complete standardization will reduce the num-
ber of quantitative 18F-FDG PET/CT scans that are improp-
erly performed (and therefore not usable) and may improve
interinstitutional repeatability. To move toward validated
quantitative PET-based response assessments, the radiology
community cannot avoid rigorous standardization of 18F-
FDG PET/CT.

TABLE 1
Recommendations for 18F-FDG PET/CT–Based Treatment Response Assessments in Multicenter Settings

Standard needed for:

Use of SUV (baseline or residual)*

Use of percentage changes in SUVs

(longitudinal studies)

Factor

Target

lesion
eligibility

Prognostic
factor

Predictive
factor

Hottest

lesion(s)/scan
(PERCIST criteria)

Same lesion(s) for

all scans in subject’s
longitudinal study (EORTC criteria)

Biologic
Uptake period H H H H M-INTRA (.60 min)

Patient motion or breathing

(instructions)

H H H H H

Patient comfort† M M M M M

Inflammation‡ M M M M M

Physical
Scan acquisition parameters H H H H M-INTRA
Image reconstruction methods,

image quality, and

quantification

H H H H M-INTRA

ROI and VOI H H H H H
SUV normalization H H H H H

Blood glucose level correction H H H H H

Contrast agents

used during CT-AC

H H H M M

*Use of SUV from single scan requires harmonizing standards in all cases.
†Patient comfort before and during uptake period and during scanning should meet at least currently accepted recommendations for all

patients.
‡Guidelines for correct interpretation and warning about false-positive results due to inflammation should be provided.

H 5 harmonizing performance standard (including intersubject [or between-subjects] consistency); M-INTRA 5 minimal performance
standard but within-subject consistency of applied methodology; M 5 minimal performance standard; ROI 5 region of interest; CT-AC 5
CT for attenuation correction purposes.
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